Virtual
Spring Camp

April 20-23
Hello Campers!

We hope you find that these activities are
interesting, challenging, and will be something to
talk about with your friends or family. We’re going
to try cool experiments, check out the great
outdoors, and use our resources wisely.
Virtual Spring Camp goes a little like this: Each day
campers will participate in various “camp” activities
designed to earn badges and keep them active
during the extended school break. We will post
camp activities on our social media that the girls
can do at home using supplies that may be readily
available to them. We encourage you to share your
virtual spring camp experience and activities on
social media with the hashtag #gsoutdoors. At the
end of camp, girls will be eligible to order a Virtual
Spring Camp patch. All activities can be scaled up
or down to accommodate younger and older girls.
Who’s ready? Let’s do this!
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Virtual Spring Camp

DAY 2
Roll call

Let us know you will be participating today! You can comment or send in a
picture of your Girl Scout ready for her camp day. It will be exciting to know
who your fellow campers are but not required to participate.

field trip

Check out some animal habitats and observe animals at the National Zoo.
They have animal cams for lions, pandas, elephants and naked mole rats.
Find out about different nocturnal animals. (Brownie-Animal Habitats, JuniorNight Owl, Daisy-5 Flowers, 4 Stories, 3 Cheers for Animals)

canteen

Try your hand at baking. Here’s a simple recipe for making turnovers. Best of
all, you can add whatever healthy filling you like to make a delicious breakfast
or snack with only five ingredients. Daisy girls can create this simple recipe
(with help) to deliver to someone for a nice breakfast in bed. (DaisyConsiderate and Caring, Brownie-Snacks, Juniors-Simple Meals)

computer lab

Use this simple ASICS code to spell out the words Girl Scouts in different
color crayons. You can also use different colored beads and string to create a
bracelet with your name or initials. Remember that computers recognize only
1s and 0s so choose only two colors. One to represent the 1s and one to
represent the 0s. (Daisy-Coding for Good 1, Brownie-Coding for Good 1, Junior
Coding for Good 1)

Nature observation

Time to check out the sky. In the morning, take a piece of white paper and lay
it on a hard surface outside. Place a small toy in the middle of the paper
and trace the shadow it makes. Hint: Plastic horses or other animals work well
for this. Come back in the middle of the day and trace the shadow again.
Come back a few hours later and trace the shadow once more. How is the
shadow different at each time of day? (Daisy-Space Science Explorer)

evening observation

Take a few minutes to observe the night sky. Can you find the moon? Do you
see pictures in the stars? See if you can find out the names of some of the
constellations. Here’s a video to help you identify the constellations. (DaisySpace Science Explorer, Brownie- Space Science Adventurer, Junior-Space
Science Investigator)
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